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Abstract. We consider the partitioned scheduling of sporadic, hard-realtime tasks on a multiprocessor platform with static-priority scheduling
policies. Most previous work on the static-priority scheduling of sporadic
tasks upon multiprocessors has assumed implicit deadlines (i.e. a task’s
relative deadline is equal to its period). We relax the equality constraint
on a task’s deadline and consider task systems with constrained deadlines
(i.e. relative deadlines are at most periods). In particular, we consider the
ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing partitioning algorithm. Since the partitioning problem
is easily seen to be NP-hard in the strong sense, this algorithm is unlikely
to be optimal. We quantitatively characterize the partitioning algorithm’s
worst-case performance in terms of resource augmentation.

1

Introduction

Over the years, the sporadic task model [23] has proven remarkably useful for
the modelling of recurring processes in hard-real-time systems where the release
times of jobs are not known a priori. In this model, a sporadic task τi = (ei , di , pi )
is characterized by a worst-case execution requirement ei , a (relative) deadline
di , and a minimum inter-arrival separation pi , which is, for historical reasons,
also referred to as the period of the task. Such a sporadic task generates a
potentially inﬁnite sequence of jobs, with successive job-arrivals separated by at
least pi time units. Each job has a worst-case execution requirement equal to ei
and a deadline that occurs di time units after its arrival time. A sporadic task
system is comprised of several such sporadic tasks. Let τ denote a system of
sporadic tasks: τ = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . τn }, with τi = (ei , di , pi ) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
A sporadic task system is said to be feasible upon a speciﬁed platform if
it is possible to schedule the system on the platform such that all jobs of all
tasks will meet all deadlines, under all permissible (also called legal ) combinations of job-arrival sequences by the diﬀerent tasks comprising the system.
The feasibility-analysis of sporadic task systems on preemptive uniprocessors
has been extensively studied. It is known (see, e.g. [9]) that a sporadic task system is feasible on a preemptive uniprocessor if and only if all deadlines can be
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met when each task in the system has a job arrive at the same time-instant,
and subsequent jobs arrive as rapidly as legal (such a combination of job-arrival
sequences is sometimes referred to as a synchronous arrival sequence for the
sporadic task system).
Feasibility of a sporadic task system under static-priority scheduling has a
more restrictive deﬁnition. In static-priority systems, each task is assigned a distinct priority, and all jobs of a task execute at the task’s priority. A task system
is said to be feasible with respect to a static-priority scheduling algorithm if the
resulting priority assignment results in all deadlines being met under all legal
combinations of job-arrival sequences. For constrained-deadline systems (i.e. each
task has di ≤ pi ), a sporadic system is feasible on a preemptive uniprocessor if
and only if it can be scheduled according to the Deadline-Monotonic algorithm
(DM) [19]; DM assigns priority to task according to on the inverse of its relative deadline. Several exact algorithms for feasibility-analysis of static-priority
task systems (both unconstrained- and constrained-deadline) upon uniprocessor
platforms have been developed [16, 1, 17].
On multiprocessor systems, two alternative paradigms for scheduling collections of sporadic tasks have been considered: partitioned and global scheduling. In
the partitioned approach, the tasks are statically partitioned among the processors, i.e., each task is assigned to a processor and is always executed on it.
Leung and Whitehead [19] showed that determining the feasibility of a task system under the partitioned paradigm is NP-hard. Under global scheduling, it is
permitted that a job that has previously been preempted on one processor can
resume execution at a later point in time upon a diﬀerent processor, at no additional cost (however, each job may be executing on at most one processor at
each instant in time).
Most prior theoretical research on multiprocessor scheduling of collections of
sporadic tasks has assumed that all tasks have their deadlines equal to their period parameters (i.e., di = pi for all tasks τi ) — such sporadic systems are sometimes referred to in the literature as implicit-deadline systems1 . Oh [25] gives
a performance bound on the ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing heuristic using exact feasibility
tests for deadline-monotonic scheduling. A signiﬁcant portion of prior research
has focused on deriving partitioning algorithms based on utilization bounds. A
utilization bound represents the highest utilization in which any task system
possessing a utilization at most the bound is guaranteed to be feasible on the
multiprocessor system. Oh and Baker [24] derive a suﬃcient utilization test for
feasibility of a task system that is partitioned scheduled using DM algorithm and
assuming an implicit-deadline task system. Burchard, et al. [12] present utilization conditions for partitioned DM based on tightened uniprocessor utilization
bounds derived from Liu and Layland [20].
The research described in this report is part of a larger project that is aimed
at obtaining a better understanding of the multiprocessor scheduling of arbi1

Notable and important exceptions are the recent work of Baker [4, 5, 6, 7], Baruah
and Fisher [8], and Bertogna et al. [10] which consider systems of sporadic tasks
with di = pi .
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trary sporadic task systems – i.e., systems comprised of tasks that do not satisfy
the “di = pi ” constraint. We are motivated to perform this research for two
major reasons. First, sporadic task systems that do not necessarily satisfy the
implicit-deadline constraint often arise in practice in the modelling of real-time
application systems, and it therefore behooves us to have a better understanding of the behavior of such systems. Second, we observe that in the case of
uniprocessor real-time scheduling, moving from implicit-deadline systems (the
initial work of Liu and Layland [20]) to arbitrary systems (as represented in,
e.g. [23, 18, 19, 17, 2] etc.2 , had a major impact in the maturity and development
of the ﬁeld of uniprocessor real-time systems; we are hopeful that progress in
better understanding the multiprocessor scheduling of arbitrary sporadic task
systems will result in a similar improvement in our ability to build and analyze
multiprocessor real-time application systems.
Organization. In this paper, we report our ﬁndings concerning the preemptive multiprocessor scheduling of constrained-deadline sporadic real-time systems under the partitioned paradigm. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we formally specify the task model, and deﬁne the
request-bound function and demand-bound function as characterizations of the
maximum amount of execution time that has been requested by a task over
a time interval of a given length. In Section 3, we position our ﬁnds within a
larger context of multiprocessor real-time scheduling theory, and compare and
contrast our results with related research. In Section 4, we describe an exact feasibility test for uniprocessor static-priority scheduling. In Section 5, we describe
the ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing algorithm for the partitioning of sporadic tasks upon a
multiprocessor system. In Section 6, we theoretically evaluate the conditions under which ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing is guaranteed to be able to successfully partition
a task system on a multiprocessor platform. In Section 7, we state some future
directions of our research.

2

Task/Machine Model and Deﬁnitions

In the sporadic task model, a sporadic task τi = (ei , di , pi ) is characterized by
a worst-case execution requirement ei , a (relative) deadline di , and a minimum
inter-arrival separation pi (historically, referred to as the period of a task). The
def
ratio ui = ei /pi of sporadic task τi is often referred to as the utilization of τi .
We will assume that we have a multiprocessor platform comprised of m identical processors π1 , π2 , . . ., πm , on which we are to schedule a system τ of n
sporadic tasks: τ = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . τn }, with τi = (ei , di , pi ) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Depending upon what additional restrictions are placed on the relationship between the values of di and pi for each sporadic task τi ∈ τ , we may deﬁne special
subclasses of sporadic task systems:
2

This is merely a small sample, and by no means an exhaustive list of citations of
important and inﬂuential papers.
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Fig. 1. (a) denotes a plot of rbf(τi , t) as a function of t. (b) denotes a plot of dbf(τi , t)
as a function of t.

– Sporadic task systems in which each task satisﬁes the additional constraint
that di = pi for each task τi are referred to as implicit-deadline sporadic
tasks systems.
– Sporadic task systems in which each task satisﬁes the additional constraint
that di ≤ pi for each task τi are often referred to as constrained sporadic
tasks systems.
Where necessary, the term arbitrary sporadic task system will be used to refer
to task systems which do not satisfy the above constraints. The results we obtain
in this work is for constrained task systems. Therefore, we will assume that a
given task system, τ , is constrained, unless otherwise speciﬁed.
2.1

The Request-Bound Function

For any sporadic task τi and any real number t ≥ 0, the request-bound function
rbf(τi , t) is the largest cumulative execution requirement of all jobs that can
be generated by τi to have their arrival times within a contiguous interval of
length t. Every time a task τi releases a job, ei additional units of processor
time are requested. The following function provides an upper bound on the total
execution time requested by task τi at time t (i.e. the scenario where a task
releases jobs as soon as legally possible):
 
t
def
(1)
rbf(τi , t) =
ei .
pi
Figure 1a shows an example of a rbf. Notice that the “step” function,
rbf(τi , t) increases by ei units every pi time units.
To determine the response-time for the ﬁrst job of task τi on a preemptive
uniprocessor, we must consider execution requests of τi and all jobs of tasks
which may preempt τi . We deﬁne the following cumulative request-bound function
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based on rbf. Let THi be the set of tasks with priority greater than τi . Then,
the cumulative request-bound function is deﬁned as:

def
Wi (t) = ei +
rbf(τj , t).
(2)
τj ∈THi

The cumulative request-bound function Wi (t) is simply the total execution
requests of all tasks of higher priority than τi over the interval [0, t), and the
execution request of one job of τi .
2.2

The Demand-Bound Function

For any sporadic task τi and any real number t ≥ 0, the demand-bound function
dbf(τi , t) is the largest cumulative execution requirement of all jobs that can
be generated by τi to have both their arrival times and their deadlines within a
contiguous interval of length t (see Figure 1b for a visual example). It has been
shown [9] that the cumulative execution requirement of jobs of τi over an interval
[to , to + t) is maximized if one job arrives at the start of the interval – i.e., at
time-instant to – and subsequent jobs arrive as rapidly as permitted — i.e., at
instants to + pi , to + 2pi , to + 3pi , . . . Equation (3) below follows directly [9]:



def

dbf(τi , t) = max 0,

2.3

t − di
pi







+ 1 × ei .

(3)

Relationship Between rbf and dbf

For all task systems, rbf(τi , t) exceeds or equals dbf(τi , t) for all t > 0. In a constrained task system τ , an important property regarding the ratio between rbf
and dbf holds. For each task τi ∈ τ , the ratio between the rbf and dbf,for all
t ≥ di , is bounded by two. The following lemma formally states this observation:
Lemma 1. If di ≤ pi , then for all t ∈ [di , ∞), rbf(τi , t) ≤ 2 · dbf(τi , t).
Proof: Recall that di ≤ pi ; thus,


di
pi

≤ 1. So, for t ≥ di :

 
    
t − di
t
t
t
−
≤
−
+ 1 ≤ 2.
pi
pi
pi
pi

(4)

Multiplying both sides of Equation 4 by ei , we get:
 
t
i
ei − t−d
ei ≤ 2ei
pi
 pi 
t−di
+ 1 ei + ei
⇒ pti ei
≤
pi
⇒ rbf(τi , t)
≤ dbf(τi , t) + ei (by deﬁnition of rbf and dbf)
⇒ rbf(τi , t)
≤ 2 · dbf(τi , t).
The last step follows because for t ≥ di , dbf(τi , t) ≥ ei .




Lemma 1 will be useful in Section 6 for deriving quantitative results for the
ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing partitioning algorithm.
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Context and Related Work

Given the speciﬁcations of a multiprocessor sporadic task system, feasibility
analysis is the process of determining whether it is possible for the system
to meet all timing constraints under all legal combinations of job arrivals. For
implicit-deadline systems, partitioned feasibility-analysis can be transformed
to a bin-packing problem [14] and shown to be NP-hard in the strong sense;
suﬃcient feasibility tests for various bin-packing heuristics have recently been
obtained [22, 21]. The constrained and arbitrary task models are generalizations of the implicit-deadline model; therefore, the intractability result (feasibility analysis being NP-hard in the strong sense) continues to hold. To our
knowledge, there have been no prior non-trivial positive theoretical results (other
than [8]) concerning partitioned feasibility analysis of constrained and arbitrary
sporadic task systems — “trivial” results include the obvious ones that τ is feasible on m processors if (i) it is feasible on a single processor; or (ii) the system
obtained by replacing each task τi by a task τi = (ei , min(di , pi ), min(di , pi )) is
deemed feasible using the heuristics presented in [22, 21, 24].
While feasibility analysis is a very interesting and important question from
a theoretical perspective, the following question is more relevant to the system
designer: Given the speciﬁcations of a multiprocessor sporadic task system and
a scheduling algorithm that will be used to schedule the system during run-time,
how do we determine whether the system will meet all its deadlines when scheduled using this scheduling algorithm? More formally, for any scheduling algorithm
A, a real-time system is said to be A-schedulable if the system meets all its
deadlines during run-time when scheduled using algorithm A. (Note that, at
least for the designer of hard real-time systems, schedulability analysis must be
performed beforehand during the design of the system, and prior to run-time.)
The technique of resource augmentation [15, 26] is sometimes used to relate
the concepts of feasibility and A-schedulability, for speciﬁc algorithms A. The
technique is as follows: given that a system is known to be feasible upon a
particular platform, can we guarantee that algorithm A will always successfully
schedule the system if we augment the platform in some particular, quantiﬁable,
way (e.g., by increasing the speed, or the number, of processors available to A
as compared to the platform on which the system was shown to be feasible)?
In prior work [8], we developed a partitioning algorithm for constrained and
arbitrary task systems using dynamic-priority scheduling policies, and analyzed
its performance from the perspective of resource augmentation. Our results, in
this paper, are with respect to partitioned static-priority scheduling of sporadic,
constrained task systems. We will derive the following resource-augmentation
bound from these results (see Corollary 2):
If a system of sporadic tasks is feasible under the global paradigm (and consequently, under the partitioned paradigm as well) on m identical processors,
then this system of sporadic tasks is partitioned by the ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing algo1
rithm on m identical processors in which the individual processors are (3 − m
)
times as fast as in the original system, such that each partition is uniprocessor
dm-schedulable.
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Uniprocessor Exact-Feasibility Test

In this section, we present uniprocessor exact-feasibility tests for a sporadic
task set, τ , in a static-priority system. We will use these tests as the basis
for the partitioning algorithm deﬁned in Section 5 and the suﬃcient feasibility
conditions developed in Section 6.
For static-priority task systems with relative deadlines bounded by periods,
Liu and Layland [20] showed that the worst-case response time for a job of task
τi occurs when all tasks of priority greater than τi release a job simultaneously
with τi under the synchronous arrival sequence. In a sporadic task system with
constrained deadlines, it is necessary and suﬃcient to only check the worst-case
response time of the ﬁrst job of each task. If the worst-case response time of the
ﬁrst job of task τi is at most its relative deadline, then τi is schedulable; else, it
is not schedulable. A task system τ is feasible on a uniprocessor if and only if
the ﬁrst job of each task τi has a worst-case response time at most di .
Audsley et al. [3] presented an exact feasibility test for task τi using dm: a
task always meets all deadlines on a preemptive uniprocessor if and only if there
exists a ﬁxed point, t, of Wi (t) such that t occurs before τi ’s deadline . The
following theorem restates their test:
Theorem 1 (from [3]). In a constrained sporadic task system, task τi always
meets all deadlines using dm on a preemptive uniprocessor if and only if ∃t ∈


(0, di ] such that Wi (t) ≤ t.

5

A Partitioning Algorithm

Given sporadic task system τ comprised of n tasks τ1 , τ2 , . . . τn , and a platform
comprised of m unit-capacity processors π1 , π2 , . . . , πm , we now describe an algorithm for partitioning the tasks in τ among the m processors. With no loss
of generality, let us assume that tasks are indexed according to non-decreasing
order of their relative deadline parameter (i.e., di ≤ di+1 for all i, 1 ≤ i < n).
The algorithm considers the tasks in the order τ1 , τ2 , . . . . Suppose that tasks τ1 ,
τ2 , . . ., τi−1 have all been successfully allocated among the m processors, and we
are now attempting to allocate task τi to a processor. The algorithm for doing
this is a variant of the First-Fit Decreasing [13, 25] algorithm for bin-packing,
and is as follows (see Figure 2 for a pseudo-code representation of ffd-dm). For
any processor π , let τ (π ) denote the tasks from among τ1 , . . . , τi−1 that have already been allocated to processor π . Considering the processors π1 , π2 , . . . , πm ,
in order, we will assign task τi to the ﬁrst processor π , 1 ≤  ≤ m, that satisﬁes
the following condition:
∃t ∈ (0, di ] :: Wi,π (t) ≤ t,
where
def

Wi,π (t) = ei +


τj ∈THi ∩τ (π )

rbf(τj , t).

(5)
(6)
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ffd-dm(τ, m)
 The collection of sporadic tasks τ = {τ1 , . . . , τn } is to be partitioned on
m identical, unit-capacity processors denoted π1 , π2 , . . . , πm . (Tasks are
indexed according to non-decreasing value of relative deadline parameter: di ≤ di+1 for all i.) τ (π ) denotes the tasks assigned to processor π ;
initially, τ (π ) ← ∅ for all .
1 for i ← 1 to n
 i ranges over the tasks, which are indexed by non-decreasing value of
the deadline parameter
2
for  ← 1 to m
  ranges over the processors, considered in order
3
if τi satisﬁes Condition 5 on processor π then
 assign τi to π
 ; proceed to next task
{τi }
4
τ (π ) ← τ (π )
5
goto line 7
6
end (of inner for loop)
7
if ( > m) return partitioning failed
8 end (of outer for loop)
9 return partitioning succeeded
Fig. 2. Pseudo-code for partitioning algorithm

If no such π exists, then we declare failure: we are unable to conclude that
sporadic task system τ is feasible upon the m-processor platform.
The following lemma asserts that, in assigning a task τi to a processor π ,
the partitioning algorithm does not adversely aﬀect the feasibility of the tasks
assigned earlier to each processor.
Lemma 2. If the tasks previously assigned to each processor were dm-feasible
on that processor and the algorithm above assigns τi to processor π (according
to Condition 5), then the tasks assigned to each processor (including processor
π ) remain feasible on that processor.
Proof: Observe that the feasibility of processors other than processor π is not
aﬀected by the assignment of task τi to processor π . It remains to demonstrate
that, if the tasks assigned to π were feasible on π prior to the assignment of τi
and Condition 5 is satisﬁed, then the tasks on τ remain feasible after adding τi .
Observe that the following conditions held prior to adding τi to processor π
(due to Condition 5 of partitioning algorithm):
∀τj ∈ THi ∩ τ (π ) : (∃t ∈ (0, dj ] :: Wj,π (t) ≤ t) .

(7)

In a static-priority, uniprocessor system adding a lower-priority task τi does
not aﬀect the Wj,π (t) function for all τj ∈ THi ∩ τ (π ). Therefore, Condition 7
continues to hold after the assignment of τi to processor π . By Theorem 1, all
tasks τj previously assigned to processor π remain feasible.


The correctness of the partitioning algorithm follows, by repeated applications
of Lemma 2:
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Theorem 2. If the ffd-dm partitioning algorithm returns partitioning succeeded on constrained task system τ , then the resulting partitioning is dmfeasible.
Proof Sketch: Observe that the algorithm returns partitioning succeeded
if and only if it has successfully assigned each task in τ to some processor.
Prior to the assignment of task τi , each processor is trivially dm-feasible. It
follows from Lemma 2 that all processors remain dm-feasible after each task
assignment as well. Hence, all processors are dm-feasible once all tasks in τ have
been assigned.


5.1

Run-Time Complexity

It may appear that a potentially inﬁnite number of values of t must be checked
in order to ensure that Equation 5 is satisﬁed. However, Lehoczky, et al [16]
showed that it suﬃces to check only the values in the set,
 
di
def
(8)
Si,π = t = bpj : τj ∈ τ (π ) ∩ THi , b = 1, . . . ,
pj
to determine whether τi ﬁts on π . We may have to check all m processors to
determine whether τi “ﬁts” on the multiprocessor platform. Thus, in the worstcase, we need to check all the points in
 
di
def
Si = Si,π1 ∪ . . . ∪ Si,πm = t = bpj : j = 1, . . . , i; b = 1, . . . ,
. (9)
pj
The number of elements in Si is O(i
task τi requires O(i

di
p1

di
p1

). Therefore, to check Equation 5 for a

+ m). The time complexity for testing the feasibility of

the entire task set τ is O(n2 dpn1 ) under the reasonable assumption that m ≤
n. Since the time complexity of the (exact-test-based) partitioning algorithm
depends upon the period and relative deadline parameters of τ , the algorithm
runs in pseudo-polynomial time. The run-time of determining whether Equation 5
is satisﬁed can be further reduced by considering the tunable feasibility test of
Bini and Buttazzo [11].

6

Evaluation

As stated in Section 1, the ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing partitioning algorithm represents
a suﬃcient, rather than exact, test for feasibility — it is possible that there
are systems that are feasible under the partitioned paradigm but which will be
incorrectly ﬂagged as “infeasible” by ffd-dm. Indeed, this is to be expected
since a simpler problem – partitioning collections of sporadic tasks that all have
their deadline parameters equal to their period parameters – is known to be NPhard in the strong sense while the ffd-dm algorithm runs in pseudo-polynomial
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time. In this section, we oﬀer a quantitative evaluation of the eﬃcacy the algorithm. Speciﬁcally, we derive some properties (Theorem 3 and Corollary 2) of the
ffd-dm partitioning algorithm, which characterize its performance. We would
like to stress that these properties are not intended to be used as feasibility tests
to determine whether ffd-dm would successfully schedule a given sporadic task
system. Rather, these properties are intended to provide a quantitative measure
of how eﬀective ffd-dm partitioning is vis a vis the performance of an optimal
scheduler. For an empirical evaluation of the ffd-dm algorithm considered in
this paper, we refer the reader to [7].
For given task system τ = {τ1 , . . . , τn }, let us deﬁne the following notation:
def

n

δmax (τ ) = max (ei /di ) ,
i=1
 n
def

δsum (τ ) = max

j=1

(10)
dbf(τj , t)

t>0

t


.

(11)

Lemma 3. If task system τ is feasible (under either the partitioned or the global
paradigm) on an identical multiprocessor platform comprised of mo processors
of computing capacity ξ each, it must be the case that
ξ ≥ δmax (τ ) ,
and
mo · ξ ≥ δsum (τ ) .
Proof: Observe that each job of each task of τ can receive at most ξ · di units
of execution by its deadline; hence, we must have ei ≤ ξ · di ≡ λi ≤ ξ. Taken
over all tasks in τ , this observation yields the ﬁrst condition.
The requirement that mo ξ ≥ δsum (τ ) is obtained by considering a sequence
of job arrivals for τ that deﬁnes δsum (τ ); i.e., a sequence of job arrivals over
n
dbf(τj ,to )
an interval [0, to ) such that j=1 to
= δsum (τ ). The total amount of
execution that all these jobs may receive over [0, to ) is equal to mo · ξ · to ; hence,
δsum (τ ) ≤ mo · ξ.





Lemma 3 above speciﬁes necessary conditions for the ffd-dm algorithm to successfully partition a sporadic task system; Theorem 3 below speciﬁes a suﬃcient
condition. But ﬁrst, a technical lemma that will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 4. Suppose that the ffd-dm partitioning algorithm is attempting to
schedule a constrained sporadic task system τ on a platform comprised of unitcapacity processors.
If δsum (τ ) ≤ 12 , then Equation 5 is always satisﬁed.

Proof: Observe that δsum (τ ) ≤ 12 implies that τj ∈τ dbf(τj , to ) ≤ t2o for all
i
to ≥ 0. For any task τi ∈ τ , j=1 dbf(τj , to ) ≤ t2o . By Lemma 1, this in turn
i
implies that j=1 rbf(τj , to ) ≤ to for all to ≥ di ; notice that rbf(τi , di ) ≥ ei .
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rbf(τj , di ) + ei ≤ di . This implies for any processor

∃to ∈ (0, di ] :: Wi,π (to ) ≤ to .



Therefore, Equation 5 is satisﬁed.

Corollary 1. Any constrained sporadic task system τ satisfying (δsum (τ ) ≤ 12 )
is successfully partitioned on any number of processors ≥ 1.
Thus, any sporadic task system satisfying δsum (τ ) ≤ 12 is successfully scheduled by the ffd-dm. We now describe, in Theorem 3, what happens when this
condition is not satisﬁed.
Theorem 3. Any constrained sporadic task system τ is successfully scheduled
by ffd-dm on m unit-capacity processors, for any
m≥

2δsum (τ ) − δmax (τ )
.
1 − δmax (τ )

(12)

Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Assume that m satisﬁes the antecedent
of the theorem, but cannot schedule τ on m processors by ffd-dm. Then there
exists a task τi which does not ﬁt on any processor according Equation 5. It
must be the case (by Theorem 1) that each such processor π satisﬁes
Wi,π (di )
> di

⇒ τj ∈τ (π ) rbf(τj , di ) + ei > di

⇒ τj ∈τ (π ) 2 · dbf(τj , di ) > di − ei (according to Lemma 1).
Observe that dbf(τi , di ) = ei and dbf(τj , di ) = 0 for all j > i. Summing over
all m such processors and noting that the tasks on these processors is a subset
of the tasks in τ , we obtain
2
⇒

n


dbf(τj , di ) > m(di − ei ) + ei

j=1
n
j=1

dbf(τj , di )
di

>

By deﬁnition of δsum (τ ) (Equation 11)
n
j=1 dbf(τj , di )
di

ei
m
ei
(1 − ) +
.
2
di
2di

(13)

≤ δsum (τ ).

(14)

Chaining Inequalities 13 and 14 above, we obtain
ei
m
ei
(1 − ) +
< δsum (τ )
2
di
2di
2δsum (τ ) − deii
⇒ m<
.
1 − deii
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By Corollary 1, it is necessary that δsum (τ ) > 12 hold. Since δmax (τ ) ≤ 1
(if not, the system is trivially non-feasible), the right-hand side of the above
inequality is maximized when deii is as large as possible, this implies that
m<

2δsum (τ ) − δmax (τ )
,
1 − δmax (τ )

which contradicts Inequality 12 above.




The technique of resource augmentation may be used to quantify the “goodness” (or otherwise) of an algorithm for solving problems for which optimal
algorithms are either impossible in practice (e.g., because optimal decisions require knowledge of future events), or computationally intractable. In this technique, the performance of the algorithm being discussed is compared with that
of a hypothetical optimal one, under the assumption that the algorithm under discussion has access to more resources than the optimal algorithm. Using
Theorem 3 above, we now present such a result concerning ffd-dm.
Theorem 4. ffd-dm makes the following performance guarantees: if a constrained sporadic task system is feasible on mo identical processors each of a
particular computing capacity, then ffd-dm will successfully partition this sys1
o
tem upon a platform comprised of m processors that are each (2 m
m + 1 − m)
times as fast as the original.
Proof: Let us assume that τ = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn } is feasible on mo processors each
of computing capacity equal to ξ. Since τ is feasible on mo ξ-speed processors,
it follows from Lemma 3 that the tasks in τ satisfy the following properties:
δmax (τ ) ≤ ξ, and δsum (τ ) ≤ mo · ξ
o ξ−ξ
Suppose we attempt to schedule τ using ffd-dm on m ≥ 2m1−ξ
unit-capacity
processors. By substituting the inequalities above, we satisfy the condition of
Theorem 3:

2δsum (τ ) − δmax (τ )
1 − δmax (τ )
2mo ξ − ξ
⇐m≥
1−ξ
m
≡ξ≤
2mo + m − 1
mo
1
1
+1−
≡ ≥2
ξ
m
m

m≥

which is as claimed in the statement of the theorem.




By setting mo ← m in the statement of Theorem 4 above, we immediately have
the following corollary.
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Corollary 2. ffd-dm makes the following performance guarantees:
If a constrained sporadic task system is feasible on m identical processors
each of a particular computing capacity, then ffd-dm will successfully
partition this system upon a platform comprised of m processors that are
1
) times as fast as the original.
each (3 − m

7




Conclusions and Future Work

Prior theoretical research [12, 24] on the static-priority scheduling of sporadic
task systems upon partitioned multiprocessors has assumed that a task’s deadline is equal to its period parameter. In this work, we have relaxed this constraint,
and have allowed a task’s period parameter to exceed its deadline parameter.
We consider the scheduling of such sporadic task systems upon preemptive
multiprocessor platforms, under the partitioned scheduling paradigm. To this
end, we consider the ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing partitioning algorithm using an exactuniprocessor feasibility tests as a condition for a task “ﬁtting” on a processor. We
have proven the correctness of the partitioning algorithm, and have characterized the conditions under which the algorithm correctly partitions a task system.
In particular, we have shown that the algorithm can partition a globally feasible task system by augmenting the speed of each processor by a multiplicative
factor.
While we have assumed in this paper that our multiprocessor platform is comprised of identical processors, we observe that our results are easily extended to
apply to uniform multiprocessor platforms — platforms in which diﬀerent processors have diﬀerent speeds or computing capacities — under the assumption that
each processor has suﬃcient computing capacity to be able to accommodate each
task in isolation. We are currently working on extending the results presented
in this paper to uniform multiprocessor platforms in which this assumption may
not hold.
We have not considered in this paper arbitrary sporadic task systems (i.e.
task systems where there is no restriction between a task’s relative deadline and
its period parameter). Unfortunately, preliminary research indicates that the
suﬃcient feasibility tests from this paper do not directly generalize for arbitrary
sporadic tasks. Formally, the reason the results do not generalize is due to the
fact that Lemma 1 does not hold for arbitrary task systems. We are currently
working on devising suﬃcient feasibility tests for arbitrary sporadic task systems
scheduled under the partitioned multiprocessor paradigm.
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